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Somewhere, a god
is handling our hearts.
Wonder can kill, accidentally, what it loves.

It’s summer. The ditches
are full of fish-scales and glitter. Also
the sepulcher, the tomb, the pit. Someone
has scraped them out of the air

with the dull edge of a knife. Someone

has told them to be gentle, and now
their little hands are light as prayers. If
they breathe, their hands will float away.
The music of dust in water.

One of them is trembling. One

is bouncing with his legs crossed.
Perhaps he needs to pee.

Above us, on the highest limb, a dangerous piece of fruit dangles.
A teenage girl is stepping

all over the sunshine in her silver shoes. Perhaps

that piece of fruit will simply
drift into her hands.
It did, for me. Swiftly,
but with wings.

And the caterpillar

is a word, a soft bit of star. Oblivious, our hearts. Could
that word be faith, or trust, or is it
some other word which means
*to let go in ignorance, or to hold one's breath and hope?*
And would that word be *love?*

It doesn't matter because
we're helpless in the hands of what does.